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Abstract: Access to computer systems is most frequently based on the use of alphanumeric passwords. However, 

users have difficulty remembering a password that is long and random-appearing. Instead, create short, simple, 

and insecure passwords. Graphical passwords have been designed to try to make passwords more memorable and 

easier for people to use and more secure. Using a graphical password, users click on images rather than type 

alphanumeric characters. Designing a new and more secure graphical password system called Pass Points. In Pass 

Points system, its security characteristics, and the observed study we carried out comparing Pass Points to 

alphanumeric passwords. The results show that the graphical group took larger and made more errors in learning 

the password, but that the difference was mostly a result of just a few graphical participants who had difficulty 

learning to use graphical passwords. In the longitudinal trial the two groups performed similarly on memory of 

their password, but the graphical group took more time to input a password. 
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I.    INTRODUCTION 

Security practitioners and researchers have made stride in protecting systems and, correspondingly, individual users 

digital assets. Users interact with security technologies either passively or actively. For passive use understandability may 

be sufficient for users. For active use people need much more from their security solutions: ease of use, Memorability, 

efficiency, effectiveness and satisfaction. Today there is an increasing identification that security issues are also 

fundamentally human-computer interaction issues [5].   Authentication is the process of determining whether a user 

should be allowed access to a particular system or resource. It is a critical area of security research and practice.  

Alphanumeric passwords are used widely for authentication, but other methods are also available, including biometrics 

and smart cards [11]. Biometrics raise privacy concerns and smart cards usually need a PIN because cards can be lost. As 

a result, passwords are still leading and are expected to continue to remain so for some time [10] yet traditional 

alphanumeric passwords have drawbacks from a usability standpoint, and these usability problems tend to translate 

directly into security problems. Users who fail to choose and handle passwords securely open holes that attackers can 

exploit [9]. The ―password problem,‖ [3], arises because passwords are expected to conform with two conflicting 

requirements, namely:  

1. Passwords should be easy to remember, and the user authentication protocol should be executable quickly and easily 

by humans.  

2. Passwords should be secure, i.e., they should look random and should be hard to guess; they should be changed 

frequently, and should be different on different Copyright is held by the owner.  

II.    BACKGROUND ON PASSWORDS 

A.    Alphanumeric Passwords Problems: 

The password problem arises largely from boundaries of humans’ long-term memory (LTM). Once a password has been 

chosen and learned the user must be able to recall it to log in [5].But, people regularly forget their passwords. Decompose 

and interruption explains why people forget their passwords. Items in memory may compete with a password and prevent 

its accurate recall. If a password is not used frequently it will be even more at risk to forget. A further difficulty is that 
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users have many passwords for computers, networks, and web sites. The large number of passwords increases interference 

and is likely to lead to forgetting or confusing passwords. Users typically cope with the password problem by decreasing 

their memory load at the expense of security.  

Users’ tendency to handle alphanumeric passwords insecurely arises largely from long-term memory (LTM) limitations. 

Users have difficulty remembering complex, pseudo-random passwords over time. The Power Law of Forgetting [2] 

describes rapid forgetting soon after learning, followed by very slow decay over the long-term. Psychological theories 

have identified decay over time and interference with other information in LTM as original reasons for forgetting [5]. A 

user is likely to forget a password that is not used regularly, as the memory is not ―refreshed‖ or ―activated‖ sufficiently 

often. When users have multiple passwords, today practically a universal condition, interfering becomes a possibility. The 

user may either unwanted items the elements of the different passwords or remember the password but confuse which 

system it corresponds to. 

1. Write down their passwords.  

2. Have multiple passwords; they use one password for all systems or small variation of a single password.  

A password should consist of a string of 8 or more random characters, including upper and lower case alphabetic 

characters, digits, and special characters [13]. A random password does not have meaningful content and must be 

memorized by rote, but rote learning is a weak way of remembering. 

B. Graphical Passwords: 

In this report of the concept an image would appear on the screen, and the user would click on a few chosen regions of it. 

If the correct regions were clicked in, the user would be authenticated. Memory of passwords and efficiency of their input 

are two key human factors criteria. Unforgettable has two aspects:  

(1)   How the user chooses and encodes the password and  

(2)   What task the user does when later retrieving the password.  

 

 
Fig: Graphical Password Example 

In a graphical password system, a user needs to choose memorable locations in an image. Choosing memorable locations 

depends on the nature of the image itself and the specific sequence of click locations. To support memorability, images 

should have semantically meaningful content because meaning for random things is poor [7]. Depending on the graphical 

password system, at recovery time users will be presented with either a recognition task or a cued recall task. In a 

graphical password system based on recognition, the user has to be able only to recognize previously seen images, making 

a binary choice of whether the image is known or not known. In password system use a mediator form of recollection 

between pure recall and recognition, cued recall.   

III.    ISSUES 

Password space plays an important role in achieving high security. Large number of pictures will cause bigger password 

space in Graphical Password models than in text based ones [6]. Therefore, it makes the system almost more protected to 

attack like dictionary attacks but yet there is not known pre-existing dictionaries to search for graphical information. Two  
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mainstreams of modern Graphical Passwords are click-based approach and image selection-based approach. It is not easy 

to plan automated attacks in Graphical Password; to detail this issue one can take an example where human beings are 

able to identify a person’s face faster than a computer [9]. Studies have shown that because human can recall picture 

passwords easier and faster than text ones, therefore graphical authentication system are more usable than textual. Main 

disadvantage of image recognition passwords is the limited number of images shown on the screen each time, for instance 

in Pass [10]. 

1. Security we have briefly examined the security issues with graphical passwords.  

2. Usability: One of the main arguments for graphical passwords is that pictures are easier to remember than text strings. 

Beginning of user studies are accessible in some research papers seem to support. But, present user Studies are still 

very restricted, connecting only a small number of users.  

3. Reliability: The major design issue for recall-based methods is the reliability and accuracy of user input detection. In 

this category of process, the inaccuracy tolerances have to be set carefully – overly high tolerances may lead to many 

false positives while overly low tolerances may lead to many false negatives. 

IV.    SYSTEM DESIGN 

The system designed consists of three modules such as user registration module, image selection module and system login 

module: 

 
Fig: System Modules 

In user registration module user enter the user name in user name field and also suitable tolerance value. When user 

entered the all user details in registration phase, these user registration data stored in data base and used during login 

phase for verification.  

In image selection phase there are two ways for selecting image password authentication. 

1. User defines image: Pictures are selected by the user from the hard disk or any other image supported devices. 

2. System defines pictures: pictures are selected by the user from the database of the password system. 

In image selection phase user select any image as passwords and consist of a sequence of five click-points on a given 

image. Users may select any pixels in the image as click-points for their password. During password creation, most of the 

image is dim except for a small view port area that is randomly positioned on the image. Users must select a click-point 

within the view port. 

During system login, the images are displayed normally, without shading or the viewport, and repeat the sequence of 

clicks in the correct order, within a system-defined tolerance square of the original click-points. 

V.    DESIGN OF PASS POINTS 

Developed a graphical password scheme based on original idea that overcomes its limitations of needing simple, artificial 

images, predefined regions, and consequently many clicks in passwords. The scheme:  

 (1)   Allows any image to be used and 

 (2)  Does not need artificial predefined click regions with well-marked boundaries – a password can be any randomly     

chosen sequence of points in the image [11].  
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Fig: Flow of PassPoint System 

Complex images can have hundreds of remarkable points; so for example, with 5 or 6 click points one can make more 

passwords than 8-character Unix-style passwords. The user has to click close to the chosen click points, within some set 

acceptance distance, e.g., within .25 to .50 cm from the users click point [12]. The tolerance is required because the user’s 

click point literally is a single pixel, which is too precise for a user to click on successfully.  

 

 
Fig: User choice in Pass Points 

The tolerance, which is changeable in the system, gives a margin of error around the click point, in which the user’s click 

is accepted as correct. The password space is the set of all passwords that are possible for a given password scheme and 

for a given setting of parameters. For example, for alphanumeric passwords of length 8 over a 64character alphabet, the 

number of possible passwords is 648= 2.8 х1014. In Pass Points if the image size is 1024 х752 (i.e., roughly the full 

screen), with a tolerance around the click point of 20х20 pixels, and with passwords consisting of 5 clicks, the password 

space will have size 2.6 х1016.  

During password creation, the first image can be selected by the user from the system. We will find out the X and Y co-

ordinates of the click-point. For each click-point in a subsequent login attempt, this number is retrieved from the database 

and used to determine whether the click-point falls within the tolerance (correct region or correct X and Y coordinates) of 

the original point. 

VI.    ALGORITHM STEPS 

The Graphical Password follows two process which include Server side Registration for validating the user to access the 

online banking account and Client side Login Process to perform the remote access to the bank account which include 

verification and image password authentication process. 
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A.    Registration Process: 

 1)    Enter Username 

 2)    Select Image for password 

 
Fig: Image Password Selection 

 3)    Click Point's as a password 

 
Fig: Image Click point's 

 4)    Store username and all the point's of image into Database. 

B.      Login Process: 

1)  Enter username 

2)  Username verification process 

 
Fig: Username verification 
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3) Click point's for password 

 
Fig: Click point's 

 

 4)   Check click points into Database 

 5)   If match then system allow to open the application.                            

VII.    RESULT 

The recorded results about the three phases of the study: password creation, learning, and retention. Created invalid 

passwords and had to try again. There were no password creation errors. The errors were not serious. An example of an 

error is that the participant entered the wrong number of points (e.g., 4 rather than 5), apparently out of inattention to the 

on-screen instructions. There were no significant differences in the number of attempts or the time to create a valid 

password. 

Table: Tolerance around click points 

Tolerance Size in cm
2

 Example 

10 х 10 .28 cm
2

  

14 х 14 .39 cm
2

  

  

Table: Compare text and PassPoint 

 Click 

Text 

Animal              

Grid 

Graphical 

Password 

CaRP: 

Graphical 

Password 

           vs.Text                vs.Passpoint 

Much Easier(%) 2.4 7.6 7.6 16.0 

Easier(%) 45.0 48.0 26.0 45.0 

Same(%) 30.0 25.0 20.0 16.0 

More Difficult(%) 15.0 15.0 45.0 20.0 

Much more 

difficult(%) 

2.5 4.0 4.0 0 
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VIII.    CONCLUSION 

CaRP introduce a new family of graphical passwords, which adopt a new advance to counter online guessing attacks: a 

new CaRP image, which is also a Captcha challenge. A password of CaRP can be found only probabilistically by repeated 

online guessing attacks including brute-force attacks, a desired security property that other graphical password schemes 

lack. Hotspots in CaRP images can no longer be broken to increase automatic online guessing attacks, a natural openness 

in many graphical password systems. 

An important usability and security goal in authentication systems is to help user’s select better passwords and thus 

increase the effective password space. It believes that users can be persuaded to select stronger passwords through better 

user border design. Human brains can process graphical images easily. Thus, Graphical Password schemes provide a way 

of making more human friendly passwords while increasing the level of security compared to other types of passwords. 

For graphical password schemes, security and usability represent opposite ends of a range: increasing security imply 

decreasing usability and vice versa. Therefore, a tradeoff is required based on user requirements. To meet user 

requirements we should contacts the two aspects with the special target environment when a new scheme is proposed or 

for selecting the suitable scheme. There is a high possibility that in the case of selecting simpler images and using them as 

current pictures in our system for the password part, the memorability increases and users can memorize and recall betters 
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